
In Touch 
 

40th Fife (Touch) Scout Group April 2021 

Welcome to your April newsletter, I hope that this finds everyone safe & well!                                               

At time of writing this we are starting back with face to face scouting.  For some of you 

this will be the first time you will be meeting your section and for others reuniting with 

friends.  For all of us though it is a return to a sense of normality.  Second lockdown has 

proved itself to be more of a challenge for us all and fingers (and everything else) crossed 

it will be our last.  I cannot say thank you enough to everyone for sticking with us 

throughout the last year and there are special badges waiting on you all when we see 

you again. 

This lockdown has given me the chance to catch up with some of the district tasks that I have     

neglected, mainly checking and updating Wood Badge training for other leaders in the district and 

running first response courses over zoom (still weird and would much rather have a room full of      

people) but the 40th, as always, keeps me very busy!  I have also managed to scan a load of photos 

for our archive page, details further in, please go and check it out.  Lots of old photos & videos. 

We have awarded another load of badges since the last update, details are at the end of this newsletter, congratulations to 

everyone!  I have loved seeing all your pictures when you have been getting your badges through the post but I’m kind of 

glad I don’t have to write out any more envelopes.   

At time of writing, the Explorers and the Scouts have already had their first face to face meetings of the year, its been great 

to see everyone back.  We hope that we will be able to see more of you all in the coming weeks as the situation continues to 

improve.  Please keep an eye on both the Friends & Family Facebook page as well as your section pages as we will keep you 

up to date with meeting arrangements and let you know when things change again.   At present we are restricted to group 

sizes of 15 people maximum, this is proving challenging but the leaders, as always, are getting creative & making it work.  

The updated list of 50th birthday challenges is on the Friends & Family page and we are working on an idea for bronze, silver 

& gold level badges depending on how many challenges you complete.  More on this in the coming months. 

It has been wonderful to see all your pictures popping up during your meetings and when completing your activities and I 

hope that you keep this going once you are back together again as I won’t be able to just drop in for an unplanned visit for a 

while! 

Hope to see you all soon 

Lorna 

Group Scout Leader 

Find us online at 

www.40thfifescouts.org.uk 

FACE to FACE meetings are re starting, 

please check your section Facebook pages 

for details 



Hudson Beaver 

Colony 

The Hudson Beavers became 
engineers for a night.  

They figured out what the 
strongest shapes for building 
were, learnt all about tension 
and compression, planned 
their own grand towers, and 
did their best to build them  

Beaver Basics night  

How to roll your neckie, learning about the Beaver promise, checking out all 

the Beaver badges, making an origami Beaver uniform and finding out who 

the Scottish Beaver Commissioner is! 

Chinese new year!   

Chinese window flowers .. They look awesome! 

The Beavers have also been ‘round the world’ learning about 

Beavers in other countries and had an evening playing games 

online together. 



Arran Pack 
Arran pack cubs have been kept very busy this term!  Lots to do online & a 
couple of joint meetings with Skye pack cubs for a Tae Kwon Do session 
and a Fun with Flags night hosted by the Royal Navy. 

They have tried their hand at Compass coding, learned about the Mars 
Perseverance Rover and taken part in a Super Scarves activity with their 
neckies. 

The cubs have enjoyed scavenger hunting and learning about the World 
Scout membership badge.  They also created Chinese window flowers and 
took part in online duck races! 

Microwave mug cakes always go 

down well!! 

The cubs made colourful Djembe Drums 

   Making Swedish Kannellbular 

Zoom faces >>>>>>> 



CONGRATULATIONS! 

Did you enjoy helping out with our online activities?   

Did you love our camp at home?  Do you think you can keep helping us? 

Volunteering for Scouting is easier that you think.  Whether you can help us out weekly, spare an 

hour a month or a day a year, we have plenty opportunities both behind the scenes and working 

with young people.   

With full support and training you can experience the fun, friendship and adventure of scouting for 

yourself, all on a flexible basis. 

Congratulations to the Scouts who have 

been promoted to Patrol Leaders         

 Logan McKenzie,                   

Hannah Anderson       

Ollie Wishart,              

Adam Coutts, Katie  Freeburn & Connor 

McLaughlin 

And also to the new Assistant Patrol 

Leaders                                                   

Daniel Rodger,    

Adele Hutchison,           

Alexander Staff, Grace Bijster, Nathan 

Caldicott & Jack Harman 

Many thanks to everyone who submitted a 50th birthday 

badge design and congratulations to Alison Caldicott for 

producing our winning design (square design) and to  

Ollie Wishart who was our runner up, his badge is being 

looked at for our 50th challenges award! 

This is how the finished badge will look 

and everyone will get one to wear on 

their uniform! 



McKenzie Beaver 

Colony 

The McKenzie beavers have been very busy!  They have tried their hand at many different activities 
including making origami boomerangs, learning about the Mars Perseverance rover, they made     
Chinese window flowers as part of their Chinese new year meeting and have played loads of Kahoot 

Making West African Djembe drums 

Super Scarves! Some of the 101 things to do with your neckie 

The McKenzie's also enjoyed a Lego 
challenge, playing Guess Who on 
zoom and taking part in scavenger 
hunts 

Any activity involving food & eating 

always goes down well!               

The beavers enjoyed making (and 

eating ) their Swedish Kannellbular 

The online duck racing was fun! 

The beavers tried their 

hand  at compass coding 

Some of the beavers completed their Book Reader badge 



Skye Pack 
Skye pack have been extremely busy!  They have shared 
meetings with Arran Pack – one joined by Mollie Longhurst from 
Oaks Martial Arts for Taekwondo taster session. The other Kyle & 
Kim from the Royal   Navy for a ‘Fun With Flags’ session.  The 
Skye pack also managed to compete Campsite Adventure escape 
room ! 

As with the other sections, anything 

food related is always a big hit!    

The cubs made pancakes & microwave 

cakes in mugs.  They also made easter 

egg cakes 

The cubs learned about Chinese 
New Year.  Envelopes were sent 
out with chopsticks, red envelopes 
and materials to make an origami 
cow and an ox brooch 

Kahoot quizzes have 

been won & lost on 

various subjects!               

Including Easter, 

Flags of the Royal 

Navy, Japan and 

even animal poo! 

Experiment with eggs in various 
fizzy drinks to see the effect on our 
teeth.  It was amazing to see the 
end results, if that’s what fizzy 
juice does to your teeth …..  

The egg in vinegar totally lost its 
shell & was bounced off the table! 

The cubs have also had virtual Duck Races and taken the 
NASA challenge (the one where they decided which 
items to take when they crashed and had to walk to the 
Lunar base).  They have taken virtual tours of Glasgow 
Central Mosque & Stirling Castle as well as working on 
Skills Challenge, Teamwork Challenge & Scottish Cub 
Thistle Award.  They have also learned about other     
religions for the World Faith Badge 

The cubs took part in a number 

of scavenger hunts, sometimes 

having to solve clues to find the 

right object as well as an online 

pairs game, matching ducks! 



Just some of the  tasks in our Family Taskmaster Event!  Thank you to those who took part & 

Congratulations to our winners, the Keith family .   

BADGE SEWING  

Services are resuming!   

For background, I started this as a personal fundraiser 

for attending the World Scout Jamboree in 2019.      

Suggested donations remain at 50p per badge and funds will be used to support 

the next World Jamboree in 2023.  If for any reason I (or anyone else from the 

40th) am unable to attend funds will be passed to the group. 

Please hand your uniform & badges, clearly marked with your child's name, to 

any of the leaders who will contact me to arrange collection & drop off 

 



Come and check out our archive page!   

More photos being added regularly.  Were you a member in your 

younger days?   

See if you can spot yourself in one of our Camp and activity photos 

and videos!   

Spread the word and tag anyone you know 

Celebrating the 40th’s 50 years of Scouting  

Some photos of our 

bothy being built!      

We look forward to         

celebrating the       

buildings 100th      

birthday 

Beavers circa 1982.  We were one of the first 

groups in Dunfermline to start a beaver colony 

1990 saw us taking part in ‘Go for a Million’ a year long 

series of challenges which took us, among other places, 

to the HMS Dumbarton Castle where the scouts cooked 

& served a meal on the flight deck 

<<<<  the roof being 

put on the hall in the 

early 80’s 



Tonkawa  

Troop 

The scouts started the year making tin can lanterns 

The scouts were challenged to make 

bottle boats and see how well they 

stood up to waves & carrying loads 

Some of the scouts are well 

on their way to becoming 

knot ninjas! 

Envelopes were posted out to 

allow the Scout detectives to 

complete a murder mystery 

challenge!  Well done to all, 

murder solved! 

The scouts completed numerous challenges and tasks to win 

their way to the crystal dome!  The usual four zones, Aztec, 

Medieval, Futuristic & Industrial were visited and games of 

skill, mystery, physical & mental completed to gain crystals 

and attempt to gain gold tokens in the crystal dome.  Puzzles 

& riddles, games of chance & skill, memory tests and more!  

The new Patrol Leaders & Assistant Patrol leaders met at Fordell for a 

bit of additional training ahead of getting together with their patrols in 

the coming weeks.  They had a quick refresher on the use of the saws & 

axes then successfully manged to get their fires lit first time!  They also 

learned a bit about what it means to be a Patrol Leader and how to 

manage their patrols.   Fordell was so quiet that we spotted two deer 

running across the campsite! 

Completely failed to take any photos though … 

The scouts will resume face to face meetings on a 

week on week off basis for now with three patrols per week taking part 

in various outdoor activities 



The Explorers have been providing                                               

micro loans for a number of years                                         

now, this is their latest …. 

Mujeres La Union Group's story Aura, 
age 50, believes that economic empowerment is the key to 
overcoming the discrimination and deprivation that Mayan 
women continue to face in Guatemala. For this reason, she 
manages a small convenience store. Aura is single and a mother 
of an 18-year-old daughter. Because of Aura’s business, her 
daughter is able to attend high school. Aura says that the       
success she attained through her business was the result of a 
Kiva loan. She is now requesting her fifth loan.  

The explorers held a Virtual Pancake night  
(The meeting was virtual, the Pancakes were 
real).   We made pancakes, pancake stacks, 
pancake cakes and pancake waffles. Special 
mention goes to Dominic for his amazing 
whipped cream topped pancake stack, Zara's 
heart shaped pancake since we were the day 
between Valentine's and Pancake day and  
Brodie's decorated single pancake.  Matthew's 
pancakes were apparently so good that any       
picture of them showed them half-eaten.  

The explorers have survived another lockdown with the only explorer meetings being Zoom meetings.  It was 
clear that everyone has been experiencing Zoom fatigue.  Thankfully we have started face to face meetings 
based around the Scout hall. 
 
We have moved to a Sunday temporarily to make use of the daylight; our first Sunday meeting was a simple get 
together with some fires and cooking. The explorers made chocolate bread, calzone, pizzas, naan bread and flat 
breads and sat in the sun chatting. 
 
We have started our big environmental project which should end up with the group taking over the piece of 
dead space over the other side of the burn, it is our long-term plan to clear the area, create habitats for wildlife, 
plant hundreds of native trees and shrubs and to plant wildflower meadows for bees and butterflies.               
We started by hauling 4 shopping trolleys, three wheely bins, a few scooters and a metalwork bed headboard 
of the water. Not a bad start. 
 
We have now created a 40th Duke of Edinburgh group and have enrolled a number of the Explorers.  We    
started the training for the Duke of Edinburgh expeditions with an easy what3words urban hike before we 
move on the compass work and mapping in the coming weeks. Hopefully we will be allowed to camp soon and 
then we can start on the expeditions before the DofE hiking season is over. 

An unusual sight, a ‘not very hungry’ 

explorer with her tiny pizza 



Lyne Burn Green Network 
Lorna, Mag & Derek joined a meeting with the team co-ordinating the Green Network pro-

ject.  We are getting involved with  improvements to the are around our hall.  The extent of 

the project reaches from the Rex Park right through, past the hall and into Touch itself. 

Their original plan saw a seating area to the west 

of the hall, but since with is our main activity area 

we asked them to take this off their plan, instead 

asking that they allow us to take control of the 

area instead.     We are looking at a number of 

improvements and, eventually, everyone will be 

involved. 

The explorers, together with the Explorer leaders & Derek, have commenced with a litter pick & 

clean up of the burn but there is still plenty to do.  We need to complete the litter pick and extend 

further down the Burn itself to clean between the bridge behind the hall all the way to the bridge 

at the junction with Woodmill Road.  Once this has been completed it will be monitored & regular 

litter picks put in place to maintain the cleanliness.  We will also be looking at the trees & shrubs, 

removing anything dead or dangerous and clearing some of the brambles & other scrub.  We then 

hope to be planting native trees & bushes, sowing wild flowers and making bird & bat boxes to 

encourage the wildlife. 



As well as this we will make bug hotels, hedgehog homes and more.  We will also look at 

surveying the insects & other wildlife. 

To the east of the hall we are hoping to plant an orchard.  There will also be scope for 

spring bulb planting and other activities.  We will keep everyone updated on when they 

can get involved and how 

As you can see from the photos below, our explorers found a huge amount of rubbish! 



Our Camp at Home was held at the beginning                                                          

of March and many of you took part!  

Building dens to sleep in and taking part in all the activities.                                   

Parts of the Astronomy & Photography  badges for all sections as well as     

making terrariums, competing in a family Kahoot and taking part in the online 

campfire 



And finally ….. 

 
Find us on Facebook Find us online at  

www.40thfifescouts.org.uk 

Did you spot this?  Did you think it was a real thing? 

Sorry if you are disappointed …... 

This photo appeared on the ‘Old 

Dunfermline’ Facebook page.   

It shows the original Touch    

Community centre which is now 

our scout hall! 

The building you see contains 

what is now our office, training 

room, kitchen & toilets. 

The main hall was added as an          

extension in 1974 with the 

pitched roof being added in the 

early 80’s 

Early Years Scouting for 4 & 5 year olds 

Around the world there are various models of Scouts for 4 & 5 
year olds, such as Meerkats in South Africa, Lions in the US 
and Family Scouting in Denmark.  Here in the UK, Squirrels has 
been operating alongside Scouting in Northern Ireland for 
many years. All have shared positive feedback about this    
section.  

The Scout Association has been exploring Scouts for 4 & 5 
year olds as a potential new provision, so that we can          
introduce Scouts to new young people and potentially new 
adult volunteers who we currently don't engage with.              
A recent pilot has been undertaken and following this the UK 
Scout Board of Trustees has approved the concept of a new 
section for four and five year olds and the section will be 
called Squirrels! 

We will keep you updated as we learn more about this new 
section and when we are likely to be able open our Squirrels 
section. 

https://www.scouts.org.za/members/meerkats/
https://www.scouting.org/programs/cub-scouts/what-cub-scouts-earn/the-advancement-trail/
https://spejder.dk/livet-som-spejder
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